INTRODUCTION
Discrete Multitone DMT has become an important transmission method, for instance for Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line ADSL 1 . A conventional equalization scheme for such a DMT-modem consists rstly of a time domain equalizer TEQ which shortens the channel impulse response such that the total impulse response is shorter than the cyclic pre x, and secondly of a 1-taps frequency domain equalizer for each tone 3 5 9 .
As an alternative to time domain equalization, per tone equalization has been proposed in 6 7 . There is no TEQ involved anymore in the system, but a Ttaps per tone equalizer PTEQ is inserted for each t o n e separately. This scheme enables us to do true SNRoptimization per tone, in contrast with the TEQ-based scheme, while complexity during data transmission is kept at the same level. Moreover, the per tone equalization has been shown to have a reduced sensitivity t o the synchronization delay.
An initialization formula has been derived in 6 which is applicable when a channel model is available, as well as signal and noise covariance matrices. This direct initialization results in a high computational cost. Hence, there is need of a cheaper initialization algorithm.
In this paper, an iterative initialization scheme based on so-called Recursive Least Squares RLS with inverse updating is presented. It is demonstrated that this scheme achieves initialization with an acceptably small number of training symbols.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short overview of per tone equalization. In section 3 RLS with inverse updating is explained and adapted to PTEQ. Complexity calculations are presented in section 4. Section 5 shows simulations results. Finally conclusions are drawn in section 6.
PER TONE EQUALIZATION IN A DMT-MODEM
The concepts of per tone equalization are stated shortly. For more details, we refer to 6 7 . The per tone approach is based on transferring the TEQ-operations to the frequency domain i.e. after the FFT-demodulation which results in a T -taps PTEQ for each tone separately. At r s t s i g h t, multiple FFT's then seem to be needed per symbol. However, it is demonstrated in 6 that, for every T -taps PTEQ , there exists a modi ed T -taps PTEQ which has as its inputs the corresponding output of only one FFT and T 1 real di erence terms. The modi ed equalizers then have 2 functions: they equalize the channel impulse response and at the same time incorporate the sliding Fourier transform computations, whereas the original equalizers only equalize the channel impulse response. The optimal modi ed equalizers, i.e. which g i v e rise to maximum SNR on each t o n e i, are found by minimizing the cost function: Iterative initialization, based on a simple LMSscheme 2 for each tone, has a low computational complexity. Unfortunately LMS-based schemes for the per tone equalizers have poor convergence properties and have indeed been shown to require an excessively large numb e r o f t r a i n i n g s y m bols.
Here an iterative initialization, based on a Recursive Least Squares RLS-scheme 2 for each tone, is presented. These schemes have optimal convergence properties and hence achieve initialization with an acceptably small number of training symbols. More specically, we use RLS with so-called inverse updating 4 . This scheme is based on storing and updating a lower It is seen that, in this case, initialization complexity i s very comparable to complexity during data transmission, namely F s T 6 . with per 11 tones equalization for the RLS algorithm with inverse updating.`Per 11 tones equalization' means that the tones are combined into groups of 11 tones. The optimal per tone equalizer then is only computed for the center tone of each group, with direct or iterative initialization, and reused for the other tones in the same group 8 . Fig. 3a shows the bitrate as a function of the number of training symbols for per tone in dasheddotted line and per 11 tones in solid line equalization. Also the optimum bitrate, computed with direct initialization, is plotted for both schemes. They are almost the same: 7.1882Mbit s for per tone equalization, in dotted line and 7.1719Mbit s for per 11 tones equalization, in dashed line. In Fig. 3b SNR distributions 2 Some extra computations have to be done when combining tones. Firstly, transforming the equalizer from the center tone to appropriate equalizers for the other tones in the same group which has to be performed once. Secondly, additional 1-taps frequency domain equalizers are needed for the non-center tones 8 . 
SIMULATION RESULTS

